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Abstract.
The length in the Weil-Petersson metric of the Teichmüller geodesic between two points is computed, yielding the result that the Weil-Petersson metric is dominated by a constant multiple of the Teichmüller metric.
Let T(G) denote a Teichmüller space of Riemann surfaces which arise as the quotients of the unit disc U by finitely generated Fuchsian groups of the first kind G', isomorphic to a fixed group G. We shall show that the Weil-Petersson metric on T(G) is dominated by a constant multiple of the Teichmüller metric, the constant depending on the given Teichmüller space. There is a natural surjection of BX(G) onto T(G) defined by pt-*P>'=the equivalence class of U/G", where C'=/»G»(/)4.
Note that w°= identity so that P° is the equivalence class of U/G, which we refer to as the origin of T(G) and write P=P°.
It is a consequence of Teichmüller's theorem that given any point P' e T(G) there exists a unique v e BX(G) such that P"=P' and v is of the form v=kfl\c/>\, where 0^rc<l and ^ is a quadratic differential on U/G, 4>^0. Note that ||j»||0O=rV. The Teichmüller distance between P and P' is given by UP, F) = i log -L+*.
This defines a complete metric on F(G) (see [4] ). Denote by W(P, P') the distance between two points P and P' in T(G) in the Weil-Petersson metric.
3. Comparison of metrics. We are now in a position to prove the following theorem.
Theorem.
Given two points P and P' of a Teichmüller space T(G), then W(P, P') ^ AT(P, P'),
where A is the square root of the Poincaré area of U/G. The left integral is the Poincaré area of the Riemann surface U/Gtv which depends only on the isomorphism class of Gu and is therefore a constant for the Teichmüller space TiG). Hence
Proof. We may assume that P is the origin of T(G). Let v=k<$>/\(f>\
WiP, P') -g LiC) = ATiP, P') as was to be shown.
If the line C is not contained in N, we cover C by coordinate neighborhoods as follows. At each point Pav of C, Orga^ 1, consider the Beltrami differential p e Bx(Gav) defined by wv=wp ° wa\ It is easily shown that p is the unique Teichmüller differential whose image under the surjection Bx(Gav)^T(Gav) is equal to Fv. (T(Gav)=T(G) with originPav.) Set px= pIWpW«, and extend to a basis of B(Gav)/N(Gav) as before. Let N" denote the coordinate neighborhood of Pav with respect to this basis. Since C is compact, a finite number of the Na cover C. Let these be denoted by Nx,--■ , Nn, ordered by their origins, with NX=N. Let F°°v, Pa^, ■■■, F°»v, 0=c0<a1<-••<a"=l, be points of C such that Pa'v e Nsr\Nj+1, y'=l, * * * , n-1. If C, is the segment with endpoints F°>-»v and Pa>", y'=l, ***,«, then C^Nj. We repeat the previous argument to evaluate L(Cj). (Slightly more work is involved due to the new coordinate system.)
We obtain rrr^ a1U l + a^k i L±±M UC¡) = A -log---log-. 21 1 -aj+xk 1 -a¡kl Summing these to obtain L(C), we again have the desired result.
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